TQS Puzzle: “Old Fashioned New” by MJ Kinman

MJ writes, "Historic Willett Distillery (Bardstown, KY) inspired this piece. Using the amber, orange, and cherry hues of my favorite cocktail, the blend of design elements became Old Fashioned New."

Watch MJ in Show 2407.

OldFashionedNewbyMJKinman - 32 Pieces Non-Rotating
OldFashionedNewbyMJKinman - 98 Pieces Non-Rotating
OldFashionedNewbyMJKinman - 299 Pieces Non-Rotating
OldFashionedNewbyMJKinman - 32 Pieces Rotating
OldFashionedNewbyMJKinman - 98 Pieces Rotating
OldFashionedNewbyMJKinman - 299 Pieces Rotating
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